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Two-body Cabibbo-suppressed charmed meson decays
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The singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays of charmed particles governed by the quark subprocessesc→sus̄

and c→dud̄ are analyzed using a flavor-topology approach, based on a previous analysis of the Cabibbo-

favored decays governed byc→sud̄. Decays toPP and PV, whereP is a pseudoscalar meson andV is a
vector meson, are considered. We include processes in whichh andh8 are produced.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The decays of charmed particles can provide useful in
mation about strong interactions. The magnitudes and ph
of weak couplings governing these decays are well spec
in the standard electroweak theory, so that decay amplitu
serve mainly to illuminate the relative importance of vario
flavor topologies and their relative strong phases. This
been shown both for Cabibbo-favored decays@1# and more
recently for doubly Cabibbo-suppressed processes@2#. In the
present article we extend these analyses to singly Cabi
suppressed processes.

The analysis of charmed particle decays has shown
flavor SU~3! symmetry is qualitatively obeyed, but importa
symmetry-breaking effects can be identified@3#. As one ex-
ample, an argument using theU-spin subgroup of SU~3! pre-
dicts the rates forD0→p1p2 andD0→K1K2 to be equal,
but they differ by a factor of about 3. This effect can
understood on the basis of SU~3!-breaking in decay con
stants and form factors@4#.

Some interesting opportunities and questions have ar
recently in the context of singly-Cabibbo-suppressed ch
decays. Through the excellent photon and charged par
identification capabilities of the CLEO detector, it has b
come feasible to study many decays involvingh andh8 @5#.
The FOCUS Collaboration has recently amassed a la
sample of charmed particles produced by high-energy p
tons at the Fermilab Tevatron@6#. Close and Lipkin@7# have
recently identified some puzzles in this sector, includ
claims for rates forD1→K* 1K̄0 @8# andD1→K* 1K̄* 0 @9#
of the same order as some Cabibbo-favored two-b
modes. We shall show that it is difficult to understand t
first of these. While we do not have enough information
analyze charmed particle decays toVV, we useU spin to
relate these last two rates to those forDs

1→r1K0 and Ds
1

→r1K* 0, respectively, which should also have large rate
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the claims are correct and approximate flavor symmetry
valid.

We recall our notation in Sec. II, and update the results
Ref. @1# for Cabibbo-favored decays in Sec. III. We the
tabulate the results for Cabibbo-suppressed decays, and
cuss specific relations among these decays~and between
them and some Cabibbo-favored processes! in Sec. IV. We
remark briefly on a relation forVV decays in Sec. V. Open
questions are noted in Sec. VI, which concludes.

II. NOTATION

We use the following quark content and phase conv
tions.

Charmed mesons: D052cū, D15cd̄, Ds
15cs̄.

Pseudoscalar mesons: p15ud̄, p05(dd̄2uū)/A2, p2

52dū, K15us̄, K05ds̄, K̄05sd̄, K252sū, h5(ss̄

2uū2dd̄)/A3, h85(uū1dd̄12ss̄)/A6.
Vector mesons: r15ud̄, r05(dd̄2uū)/A2, r252dū,

v5(uū1dd̄)/A2, K* 15us̄, K* 05ds̄, K̄* 05sd̄, K* 2

52sū, f5ss̄.
We denote the tree, color-suppressed, exchange, and

nihilation amplitudes byT, C, E, and A, respectively. The
exchange and annihilation diagrams that involve singlet c
tributions are labeled bySE and SA. Penguin diagrams
should be negligible sinceVcd* Vud.2Vcs* Vus . For thePV
modes, we use the subscriptsP andV to refer to those dia-
grams with the spectator quark going into a pseudosc
meson and a vector meson in the final state, respectively
distinguish between Cabibbo-favored and Cabibb
suppressed decay modes, the amplitudes associated wit
former are all unprimed, while those with the latter a
primed.

The partial widthG for a specific two-body decay toPP
is expressed in terms of an invariant amplitudeA as

G~H→PP!5
p*

8pMH
2

uAu2, ~1!
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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TABLE I. Branching ratios and invariant amplitudes for Cabibbo-favored decays of charmed mes
two pseudoscalar mesons.

Meson Decay Mode Representation

B @10# p* uAu

~%! ~MeV! (1026 GeV)

D0 K2p1 T1E 3.8060.09 861 2.4860.03

K̄0p0 (C2E)/A2 2.2860.22 860 1.9260.09

K̄0h C/A3 0.7660.11 772 1.1760.08

K̄0h8 2(C13E)/A6 1.8760.28 565 2.1560.16

D1
K̄0p1 C1T 2.7760.18 862 1.3360.04

Ds
1

K̄0K1 C1A 3.661.1 850 2.3560.36

p1h (T22A)/A3 1.760.5 902 1.5760.23
p1h8 2(T1A)/A6 3.961.0 743 2.6260.34
e.
e
f
e

e-

ed
ons
ef.

ve
wherep* is the center-of-mass~c.m.! 3-momentum of each
final particle, andMH is the mass of the decaying particl
The kinematic factor ofp* is appropriate for the S-wav
final state. The amplitudeA will thus have a dimension o
~energy!. For PV decays, on the other hand, a P-wave kin
matic factor is appropriate instead, and

G~H→PV!5
p* 3

8pMH
2

uAu2. ~2!

In this case,A is dimensionless.
01400
-

In the numerical calculation, we use for the charmed m
sons MD151.869360.0005 GeV with t(D1)51051
613 fs, MD051.864560.0005 GeV with t(D0)5411.7
62.7 fs, and MD

s
151.968560.0006 GeV with t(Ds

1)

549069 fs @10#.

III. CABIBBO-FAVORED DECAYS

In Tables I and II we summarize predicted and observ
amplitudes for Cabibbo-favored decays of charmed mes
to PP and PV. The experimental values are based on R
@10# and supersede those quoted in Ref.@1#. We then extract
amplitudes for specific flavor topologies and their relati
ons to
TABLE II. Branching ratios and invariant amplitudes for Cabibbo-favored decays of charmed mes
one pseudoscalar and one vector meson.

B @10# p* uAu
Meson Decay Mode Representation (%) ~MeV! (1026)

D0 K* 2p1 TV1EP 6.060.5 711 4.8360.20
K2r1 TP1EV 10.260.8 678 6.7660.26

K̄* 0p0 (CP2EP)/A2 2.860.4 709 3.3160.24

K̄0r0 (CV2EV)/A2 1.4760.29 676 2.5760.25

K̄* 0h (CP1EP2EV)/A3 1.860.4 580 3.5960.40

K̄* 0h8 2(CP1EP12EV)/A6 ,0.10 99 ,11.9

K̄0v 2(CV1EV)/A2 2.260.4 670 3.2060.29

K̄0f 2EP 0.9460.11 520 3.0560.18

D1
K̄* 0p1 TV1CP 1.9260.19 712 1.7160.08

K̄0r1 TP1CV 6.662.5 680 3.4060.64

Ds
1

K̄* 0K1 CP1AV 3.360.9 682 3.6960.50

K̄0K* 1 CV1AP 4.361.4 683 4.2060.68

r1h (TP2AP2AV)/A3 10.863.1 727 6.0660.87
r1h8 (2TP1AP1AV)/A6 10.162.8 470 11.361.6
p1r0 (AV2AP)/A2 ,0.07 827 ,0.40
p1v (AV1AP)/A2 0.2860.11 822 0.8160.16
p1f TV 3.660.9 712 3.6160.45
1-2
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TWO-BODY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED CHARMED MESON DECAYS PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 014001 ~2003!
phases. Only the preferred solutions in Ref.@1# with updated
data analysis are quoted in Table III. These parameters
needed since we will be using flavor SU~3! to relate them to
the singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays. For the sign of r
tive strong phases, we use the convention thatdAB means the
angle subtended from the amplitudeB to A. Using the rela-
tion EV52EP for thePV modes in Table III, one would ge
the following strong phases for the last three amplitudes
relative toTV ,

TABLE III. Preferred solutions of magnitudes and relativ
phases of the invariant amplitudes for the Cabibbo-favored de
modes.

Amplitude Magnitude
PP (1026 GeV) Relative Strong Phase

T 2.6760.20
C 2.0360.15 dCT5(215164)°
E 1.6760.13 dET5(11565)°
A 1.0560.52 dAT5(265630)°

PV (1026)

TV 3.6160.45
CP 2.4460.52 dCPTV

5(2156612)°
EP 3.0560.18 dEPTV

5(88611)°

TP 6.0361.15a

CV 2.7460.46 dCVTP
5(2168624)°

EV 3.0560.18 dEVTP
5(290622)°

aAnother possible solution isuTPu5(4.4661.19)31026. It is dis-
favored because it gives an even unacceptably larger lower bo
on uA P8 u, as will be explained toward the end of Sec. IV B.
01400
re
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dTPTV
5~23625!°,

dCVTV
5~2170613!°, ~3!

dEVTV
5~292611!°.

It is interesting to observe that in this caseTP and TV are
roughly pointing in the same direction on the complex pla
The same is also true forCP andCV , but pointing in almost
the opposite direction to that ofTP andTV . EP andEV , on
the other hand, are close to 90° from the above line.

In Ref. @1# we did not fit amplitudes involving the anni
hilation termsAP and AV . Normally we would have ex-
pected thatAP52AV and hence that the decayD1→p1v
would be suppressed whileD1→p1r0 would provide infor-
mation on the magnitude ofAP . This pattern was anticipate
some time ago by Lipkin on the basis of aG-parity argument
@11#. Instead, it is the latter decay which appears to be s
pressed, while the former occurs with a measurable rate
may be that thev contains a small admixture of strang
quarks, which would permit it to be produced via aTV am-
plitude, or rescattering effects could induce annihilation-li
terms not respectingAP52AV . Other Cabibbo-favored pro
cesses not fitted in this scheme@1# include the decaysDs

1

→r1h andDs
1→r1h8.

IV. SINGLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

The topological amplitude decomposition of sing
Cabibbo-suppressed two-bodyD decays is listed in Tables
IV ( PP modes! and V (PV modes!, where the relations
EV852EP8 andAV852AP8 have been used.

ay

nd
armed
TABLE IV. Branching ratios and invariant amplitudes for singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays of ch
mesons to two pseudoscalar mesons.

B @10# p* uAu
Meson Decay Mode Representation (31023) ~MeV! (1027 GeV)

D0 p1p2 2(T81E8) 1.4360.07 922 4.6660.11
p0p0 2(C82E8)/A2 0.8460.22 922 3.5760.47
K1K2 T81E8 4.1260.14 791 8.5360.14

K0K̄0 0 0.7160.19 788 3.5560.47

p0h (C822E82SE8)/A6 846
p0h8 (C81E812SE8)/A3 678
hh 2A2(C81SE8)/3 755
hh8 2(C816E817SE8)/3A2 537

D1 p1p0 2(T81C8)/A2 2.560.7 925 3.8660.54
p1h (T812C812A81SA8)/A3 3.060.6 848 4.4160.44
p1h8 2(T82C812A814SA8)/A6 5.061.0 680 6.3660.64

K1K̄0 T82A8 5.860.6 792 6.3460.33

Ds
1 p1K0 2(T82A8) ,8 916 ,11

p0K1 2(C81A8)/A2 917
hK1 (T812C82SA8)/A3 835
h8K1 (2T81C813A814SA8)/A6 646
1-3
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TABLE V. Branching ratios and invariant amplitudes for singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays of ch
mesons to one pseudoscalar and one vector meson.

B @10# p* uAu
Meson Decay Mode Representation (31023) ~MeV! (1027)

D0 p1r2 2(TV81EP8 ) 766

p2r1 2(TP8 2EP8 ) 766

p0r0 2(CP8 1CV8 )/2 767

K1K* 2 TV81EP8 2.061.1 610 11.1163.05

K2K* 1 TP8 2EP8 3.860.8 610 15.3161.61

K0K̄* 0 22EP8 ,1.7 605 ,10.4

K̄0K* 0 2EP8 ,0.9 605 ,7.5

p0v (CV82CP8 12SEP8 )/2 761

p0f (CP8 1SEP8 )/A2 ,1.4 644 ,8.5

hv 2(CP8 12CV81SEV814SEP8 )/A6 648

h8v (CP8 2CV814SEV822SEP8 )/2A3 333

hf (CP8 22SEP8 1SEV8 )/A3 ,2.8 489 ,18.3

hr0 (2CV82CP8 2SEV8 )/A6 655

h8r0 (CV81CP8 14SEV8 )/2A3 349

D1 p1r0 2(TV81CP8 22AP8 )/A2 1.0460.18 769 3.5560.31

p0r1 2(TP8 1CV812AP8 )/A2 769

p1v 2(TV81CP8 12SAP8 )/A2 ,7 763 ,9.3

p1f CP8 2SAP8 6.160.6 647 11.1360.55

hr1 (TP8 12CV81SAV8 )/A3 ,7 659 ,11.6

h8r1 2(TP8 2CV814SAV8 )/A6 ,5 356 ,24.7

K1K̄* 0 TV81AP8 4.260.5 610 10.0860.60

K̄0K* 1 TP8 2AP8 31614 611 27.3266.17

Ds
1 p1K* 0 2(TV81AP8 ) 6.562.8 773 13.5762.92

p0K* 1 2(CV82AP8 )/A2 775

K1r0 2(CP8 1AP8 )/A2 ,2.9 748 ,9.5

K0r1 2(TP8 2AP8 ) 746

hK* 1 (TP8 12CV812AP8 2SAV8 )/A3 661

h8K* 1 (2TP8 1CV81AP8 14SAV8 )/A6 337

K1v 2(CP8 2AP8 22SAP8 )/A2 741

K1f TV81CP8 2AP8 1SAP8 ,0.5 607 ,5.4
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A. U-spin relations

A number of relations between singly Cabibbo-suppres
amplitudes follow from theU-spin symmetry interchangings
and d quarks@4,12#. The effective interactions inducing th
transitionsc→sus̄andc→dud̄ occur with equal and oppo
site Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! factors, leading to
a term transforming asU51, U350. One then obtains the
following relations:

PP decays:

A~D0→p1p2!52A~D0→K1K2!, ~4!

A~D0→K0K̄0!50, ~5!

A~D1→K1K̄0!52A~Ds
1→p1K0!. ~6!
01400
d

It has been known for some time that the relation~4! fails.
The rate forD0→K1K2 is about three times that forD0

→p1p2. The corresponding amplitudes differ by a fact
of about 1.8, which can be ascribed to the product of a fac
f K / f p.1.22 and a form factor ratio
FD→K(MK

2 )/FD→p(mp
2 ).1.5 @4,13#. Alternatively, it can be

interpreted as saying that the subprocessc→sus̄ leads to

lower-multiplicity final states thanc→dud̄, since light

quarks radiate extra pions easily. Thec→sus̄ subprocess
responsible forD0→K1K2 has only one light quark capabl
of radiating soft pions~in the current-algebra sense!, whereas

c→dud̄ responsible forD0→p1p2 has three such quarks

~The ū spectator quark also can radiate soft pions in eit
case.! Therefore, one would expect the higher-multiplici
1-4
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TABLE VI. Real and imaginary parts of the invariant amplitudes for the singly Cabibbo-suppressed
modes. It is assumed thatT8 andTV8 are purely real.

Amplitude Re Im Amplitude Re Im
PP (1027 GeV) (1027 GeV) PV (1027) (1027)

T8 6.02 0 TV8 8.14 0
C8 24.01 22.22 CP8 25.03 22.24
E8 21.59 3.41 EP8 0.30 6.88
A8 1.00 22.15 TP8 13.6 20.60

CV8 26.09 21.07
EV8 20.30 26.88
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states to be more important in the fragmentation of thec

→dud̄ subprocess. We shall see presently that an estima
the amplitude for D0→p1p2 and D0→K1K2 decays
based on Cabibbo-favored decays liesbetweenthe experi-
mental values for these decays.

The amplitude forD0→K0K̄0 is predicted to vanish in the
U-spin limit. Both the initial and final (J50) states have
U50, while the transition operator hasU51, as mentioned
The observed value of this amplitude is of the same orde
the difference between theD0→p1p2 and D0→K1K2

amplitudes. Indeed, if one were to allow for different effe
tive c→sus̄ andc→dud̄ transition strengthsin the E8 am-
plitudes alone, one would obtain the sum rule

A~D0→p1p2!1A~D0→K1K2!

1A~D0→K0K̄0!50, ~7!

which is satisfied when the amplitudes are relatively r
with respect to one another. However, there is no reason
Eq. ~7! to hold in general. The decayD0→K0K̄0 simply
seems to occur at a level approriate for SU~3! symmetry
breaking in other Cabibbo-suppressedD0→PP decays.

The relation~6! is untested so far. It predicts a branchin
ratio B(Ds

1→p1K0)5(2.860.3)31023 on the basis of

B(D1→K1K̄0)5(5.860.6)31023 and kinematic correc-
tion factors. This should be an easy process to observe.

PV decays:

A~D0→p1r2!52A~D0→K1K* 2!, ~8!

A~D0→p2r1!52A~D0→K2K* 1!, ~9!

A~D0→K0K̄* 0!52A~D0→K̄0K* 0!, ~10!

A~D1→K1K̄* 0!52A~Ds
1→p1K* 0!, ~11!

A~D1→K̄0K* 1!52A~Ds
1→K0r1!. ~12!

The relations~8! and ~9! are untested as yet because of t
absence ofD0→p6r7 branching ratios. These process
should be observable in the CLEO-c detector. The rela
~10! should be testable in the presence of anEP8 amplitude,
whose magnitude we shall estimate presently. The rela
01400
of

as

l
or

n

n

~11! is satisfied within 1s; it predicts B(Ds
1→p1K* 0)

5(3.660.4)31023. Finally, the relation~12! is interesting
since B(D1→K̄0K* 1)5(3.161.4)% would entail a pre-
dicted branching ratioB(Ds

1→K0r1)5(2.461.1)%. We
shall see, however, that it is difficult to understand the la
branching ratio forD1→K̄0K* 1 when extrapolating from
the Cabibbo-favoredPV decays of charmed particles@7#,
even when one allows for the most favorable possible in
ference between contributing amplitudes.

B. Relations between Cabibbo-favored and singly
Cabibbo-suppressed decays

We now make use of the amplitudes determined in R
@1# and updated in Sec. III for Cabibbo-favoredPP andPV
decays to predict the magnitudes and phases of amplitu
for singly Cabibbo-suppressed processes. We shall see
with the single exception ofD1→K̄0K* 1, all results are
consistent with a flavor SU~3! symmetry whose breaking
does not exceed expected limits. The magnitudes of the
pological amplitudes for singly Cabibbo-suppressed mo
can be obtained from those for Cabibbo-favored ones lis
in Table III by multiplying a Cabibbo suppression factor
l.0.2256. We assume the relative strong phases stay
same. The resulting amplitudes are shown in Table VI.

In the singly Cabibbo-suppressedPP decays, some
modes can be directly related to their counterparts in
Cabibbo-favored ones. AssumingSU(3) symmetry, we ob-
tain

uA~D0→p1p2!u5uA~D0→K1K2!u

5luA~D0→K2p1!u

.~5.6060.07!31027 GeV,

uA~D0→p0p0!u5luA~D0→K̄0p0!u

.~4.3460.21!31027 GeV,

uA~D1→p1p0!u5
l

A2
uA~D1→K̄0p1!u

.~2.1260.07!31027 GeV,
1-5
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uA~Ds
1→p0K1!u5

l

A2
uA~Ds

1→K̄0K1!u

.~3.7660.57!31027 GeV.

Both D1→K1K̄0 andDs
1→p1K0 involve the combination

T82A8, which does not have a counterpart in the Cabib
favored modes. Therefore, we use the values given in T
VI to estimate the magnitude of their amplitude,

uA~D1→K1K̄0!u5uA~Ds
1→p1K0!u

.~5.4761.30!31027 GeV.

In the PV decays, the following results are obtained:

uA~D0→p1r2!u5uA~D0→K1K* 2!u

5luA~D0→K* 2p1!u

.~10.9060.45!31027,

uA~D0→p2r1!u5uA~D0→K2K* 1!u

5luA~D0→K2r1!u

.~15.2560.60!31027,

uA~D0→K0K̄* 0!u5uA~D0→K̄0K* 0!u

52luA~D0→K̄0f!u

.~13.7860.81!31027,

uA~D0→p0r0!u.~5.8360.78!31027,

where the last line is computed directly using Table VI. It
seen that all the above predicted amplitude magnitudes a
well with those inferred from the measured branching rati
apart from small differences that can be attributed toSU(3)
breaking. Table VII summarizes the comparison of predic
and experimental amplitudes.

An upper bound onAP can be extracted from Cabibbo
favored modes: uAPu<@ uA(Ds

1→p1r0)u21uA(Ds
1

→p1v)u2#1/2<1.431026 at the 3s level. This in turn im-
plies that the corresponding singly Cabibbo-suppressed
plitude satisfies

uAP8 u5luAPu<3.131027. ~13!

Other information about the contribution ofAP8 can be di-
rectly learned from, for example, the decay modeD1

→p1r0. In order to reproduce the 1s lower limit on its
amplitude, using

uA~D1→p1r0!u5UA2AP8 2
l

A2
A~D1→K̄* 0p1!U ,

one must haveuAP8 u>0.3631027, assuming that the two
contributions interfere constructively. SinceuTV8 u.(8.2
62.6)31027, a small uAP8 u of about 231027 improves
01400
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agreement with the extracted amplitude ofD1→K1K̄* 0,
assuming constructive interference. However, there is trou
when one tries to interpret the experimental data forD1

→K̄0K* 1. With uTP8 u5luTPu.(13.662.6)31027, one
would needuAP8 u*(13.766.7)31027 in order to reach the
experimental result in Table V, where the lower bound onAP8
assumes maximal constructive interference. This appare
contradicts the upper bound~13! obtained from the Cabibbo
favored modes. Since currently the branching ratio ofD1

→K̄0K* 1 is measured only at a level of slightly more tha
2s @8#, a definite conclusion cannot be drawn without mo
statistics.

C. Triangle and quadrangle relations

From thePP modes listed in Table IV, one can find th
following sum rules:

A2A~D1→p1p0!2A2A~D0→p0p0!

2A~D0→p1p2!50,

A2A~D1→p1p0!1A~D1→K1K̄0!

2A2A~Ds
1→p0K1!50,

A2A~D1→p1p0!2A~Ds
1→p1K0!

2A2A~Ds
1→p0K1!50,

2A2A~D1→p1h!1A~D1→p1h8!

1A6A~D1→K1K̄0!

13A3A~D1→p1p0!50,

TABLE VII. Comparisons between predicted amplitudes bas
on Cabibbo-favored decays and the experimental values for si
Cabibbo-suppressed decays of charmed mesons.

Decay Mode Prediction Experimental value
Meson PP (1027 GeV) (1027 GeV)

D0 p1p2 5.6060.07 4.6660.11
p0p0 4.3460.21 3.5760.47
K1K2 5.6060.07 8.5360.14

K0K̄0 0 3.5560.47

D1 p1p0 2.1260.07 3.8660.54

K1K̄0 5.4761.30 6.3460.33

Ds
1 p1K0 5.4761.30 ,11

PV (1027) (1027)

D0 K1K* 2 10.9060.45 11.1163.05
K2K* 1 15.2560.60 15.3161.61

K0K̄* 0 13.7860.81 ,10.4

K̄0K* 0 13.7860.81 ,7.5
1-6
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2A2A~Ds
1→hK1!1A~Ds

1→h8K1!

1A6A~Ds
1→p1K0!

13A3A~Ds
1→p0K1!50.

Moreover, any three amplitudes selected fromA(D0

→p0p0), A(D0→p0h), A(D0→p0h8), A(D0→hh),
and A(D0→hh8) with appropriate coefficients can form
triangle.

D. Decays involvingh and h8

The amplitudes for decays involvingh and h8 contain
unknown contributions corresponding to disconnected qu
diagrams, such asSE8 and SA8 in the decays toPP. A
satisfactory description of Cabibbo-favored decays toPP
was obtained in Ref.@1# without the help of such contribu
tions, but the Cabibbo-favored decays toPV final states in-
volving such contributions were not seen to follow a patte
describable through the flavor-topology approach. In
present subsection we discuss a test for the amplitudesSE8
andSA8 which can determine whether a flavor-topology d
scription is suitable for singly Cabibbo-suppressed decay
charmed mesons toPP.

We express all amplitudes involvingh or h8 in Table IV
in terms of an unknown parameterSE8 or SA8 with a unit
coefficient: For example,

2A6A~D0→p0h8!52E82C81SE8, ~14!

A3

2
A~D0→p0h8!5

1

2
~C81E8!1SE8, ~15!

3

2A2
A~D0→hh!5C81SE8, ~16!

2
3A2

7
A~D0→hh8!5

1

7
~C816E8!1SE8, ~17!

with four similar expressions~two for D1 and two forDs
1)

involving SA8. AssumingSE85SA850 one can then plo
these expressions in the complex plane, obtaining figu
whose origins can be shifted by an amount correspondin
the unknown amplitudeSE8 or SA8. The amplitudes plotted
are summarized in Table VIII and described in Figs. 1 and

The points for theseD0 decays all lie on a line, since th
coefficients ofC8 and E8 always sum to 1. This is anothe
way of expressing the linear dependence of the various
cays mentioned in the previous subsection. In the case ofD1

andDs
1 decays this linear dependence is not present.

The rates forD1→p1h and D1→p1h8 have been
measured. Consequently, one may use them to draw ci
about the corresponding points to search for common in
sections. The line between each of these common inter
tion points and the origin corresponds to the complex am
tude SA8 needed to reproduce the data. One solut
corresponds to very smallSA8, while the other correspond
01400
rk

n
e

-
of

es
to

.

e-

les
r-
c-

i-
n

to a value comparable to the other amplitudes. Measurem
of rates forDs

1→hK1 andDs
1→h8K1 will permit a choice

between these two solutions and a test of consistency of
description. A corresponding construction also will clearly
possible forD0 decays once these are measured.

In principle similar techniques would be suitable forPV
decays. The decaysD0→p0v and D0→p0f involve just
the one unknown singlet amplitudeSEP8 , allowing a two-
fold solution in the manner of Fig. 2. Similarly, the deca
D0→hr0 andD0→h8r0 involve SEV8 , and again there will
be a two-fold solution. One can then test whether the f
possible combinations of these solutions are compatible w
the observed branching ratios forD0→hv, D0→h8v, and
D0→hf, which involve bothSEP8 andSEV8 .

In the case ofD1 and Ds
1 singly Cabibbo-suppresse

decays toPV, the presence ofAP8 and AV8 in many ampli-

TABLE VIII. Complex amplitudes describing singly Cabibbo
suppressed charmed meson decays toPP involving h and/orh8.
Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes are given in units
1026 GeV. An additional unknown termSE8 contributes to each of
the first four decays andSA8 to the last four.

Amplitude Expression Re Im

2A6A(D0→p0h) 2E82C8 0.082 0.905

2A3A(D0→p0h8)/2 1
2 (C81E8) 20.280 0.060

3A(D0→hh)/2A2 C8 20.401 20.222

2 3A2A(D0→hh8)/7 1
7 (C816E8) 20.194 0.261

A3A(D1→p1h) T812C812A8 0.001 20.873

2A6A(D1→p1h8)/4 1
4 (T82C812A8) 0.301 20.052

2A3A(Ds
1→hK1) 2(T812C8) 0.199 0.444

A6A(Ds
1→h8K1)/4 1

4 (2T81C813A8) 0.276 20.217

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes forD0 decays
to PP final states involvingh and/orh8. The origin may be shifted
by an arbitrary amountSE8. 1: 2A6A(D0→p0h); 3:
(A3/2)A(D0→p0h8); L: (3/2A2)A(D0→hh); h: 2(3A2/
7)A(D0→hh8).
1-7
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tudes makes a similar program problematic. Without inf
mation on these quantities, which we found difficult to e
tract from Cabibbo-favored decays, the best one can do
extract two possible solutions forSAP8 from the decay rates
for D1→p1v andD1→p1f, and two possible solution
for SAV8 from the decay rates forD1→hr1 and D1

→h8r1. One can, at least, see whether there is a need
disconnected diagrams in these processes.

V. REMARKS ON VV DECAYS

The branching ratio forD1→K* 1K̄* 0 appears to be en
hanced beyond that for a typical singly Cabibbo-suppres
decay@7#. The amplitude relation

A~D1→K* 1K̄* 0!52A~Ds
1→r1K* 0! ~18!

should hold separately for each partial wave (L50, 1, 2! as
a consequence ofU-spin. The kinematic correction factor
behave as (p* )2L11/MH

2 , so they cannot be directly applie
unless we know the partial-wave decomposition of the
cays. However, we can obtain a lower limit on the predic

FIG. 2. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes forD1 andDs
1

decays toPP final states involvingh and/orh8. The origin may
be shifted by an arbitrary amountSA8. 1: A3A(D1→p1h);
3: 2(A6/4)A(D1→p1h8); L: 2A3A(Ds

1→hK1); h:
(A6/4)A(Ds

1→h8K1). Circles about the points forD1→p1h
andD1→p1h8 denote central values of the corresponding mag
tudes.
s.

01400
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-
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d

-
d

branching ratio forDs
1→r1K* 0 by assuming that the de

cays are dominated byL50. Given thatp* 5273 MeV for
the D1 decay and 524 MeV for theDs

1 decay, we find that

B(D1→K* 1K̄* 0)5(2.661.1)% impliesB(Ds
1→r1K* 0)

5(2.160.9)%. If components withLÞ0 are present this
value becomes a lower bound.

VI. OPEN QUESTIONS AND SUMMARY

We have some evidence that the flavor-topology appro
is limited in usefulness from the failure of the Cabibb
favored decaysDs

1→p1r0 and Ds
1→p1v to fit any rea-

sonble pattern for the amplitudesAP andAV . Furthermore, it
appears that disconnected quark diagrams, neglected in
@1#, appear necessary to fit the large branching ratios claim
for Ds

1→p1h and Ds
1→p1h8. One would expect ana

logues of these puzzles to appear in the singly Cabib
suppressed decays. Certainly the processesD1→K* 1K̄0

and D1→K* 1K̄* 0 noted by Close and Lipkin@7# are the
most prominent candidates for such puzzles. It will be int
esting to see the progress of future experimental studies
example at CLEO-c, of these decays.

We have shown that aside from the two decays just no
a reasonable description ofPP and PV singly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays of charmed mesons appears possib
extrapolation from the Cabibbo-favored decays. As in
case of Cabibbo-favored decays, various amplitudes h
nontrivial relative strong phases, indicating that these am
tudes are probably generated by final-state interactions g
erned by long-distance physics.

Decays involvingh and h8 can be described if one i
prepared to consider flavor topologies involving disco
nected diagrams. The magnitudes of such amplitudes rem
to be studied, but there are enough processes that once a
of them have been measured, predictions will be possible
the remaining ones. Such studies bear the promise of us
insights on the strong interactions governing final-state in
actions in charm decays, and may also shed indirect ligh
such interactions at the higher energies characterizing
decays of hadrons containingb quarks.
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